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Specialists in Physical Asset Management 

 

 

 

 

 Company overview 

 Assettrac Ltd were established in 1999 to provide specialist products and services in the field of physical asset 

 management. We can provide all aspects of an asset management project or just specialist parts. This includes onsite 

 asset data collection and tagging services, project consultancy and software for onward management of owned 

 and serviced property. We also provide tags and handheld units. We work with clients to create a better process, 

 greater knowledge, higher efficiency and less wastage through clarity of item information. Data is held centrally on 

 our secure web-based portal, accessible from any web-connected device. The system holds the latest 

 information whether edited directly online or sent via handhelds from inspections undertaken out in the field. The 

 system holds a full audit trail of all changes made, making the processes quick, easy and paperless. 

 We work collaboratively with a client to assess the current scenario and recommend the best course of action and 

 processes to accomplish their goals. Most clients prefer not to source tags, software and handheld units separately so 

 we are able to provide a complete turn-key solution with all parts packaged together as and where required. 

 
AP Online Software, The Self - Management Approach  (or after asset collection phase) 

  
 We integrate unique ID tags (barcode or microchip), hand-held terminals if needed and our software to create a 

 practical asset management system through our web-based portal ‘AP Online’. A repository to hold all the asset 

 details in one place and track everything that happens to that item from registration to disposal.  

 

 

 AP Online is a fully customisable system so that all types of information can be held against items - from 

locations and serial numbers to inspection dates, values, pictures and attachable files.  

 

 Search, Sort and Filter in any field and run straight line or decreasing  balance depreciation routines. 

 

 Edit item information out in the field, changes can be sent 'in real-time' to the online system so that system is 

always up-to-date. 

 

 Full onsite training for key personnel 

 

 Different views and logins available for different departments of your business to update their data. 

 

 Alerts can remind your of key dates. 

 

 Logs all changes made to item to provide an audit trail of what has changed, when and by whom. 

 

 Separate areas to put any disposed or missing items so they do not affect current live inventories. 

 

 All online hosting , backup, support and technical advice available Mon-Fri 9am-5pm built into one annual fee. 

 

 We can import any legacy information if already uniquely identified or often after our asset data collection visit 

so that any training session contains your latest data to manage from there-onwards.  
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Asset Performer Online -Web Portal 

 

 

Any client manager with knowledge of Excel will be able to operate AP Online. It is a multi-tiered database but has been 

designed to look similar to  a spreadsheet so that it has a familiar look and feel to this well used program so that 

learning a new system is quick and intuitive, however AP Online has been created with much more specialised asset 

management functionality. 

The system, combined with the right in-house processes, will help you track changes to equipment much more 

effectively, as well as maintenance recording, compliance, sums insured, depreciation, spot-audits, item responsibilities 

and proof of ownership.  

Based on the success of its predecessor Asset Performer desktop, this online portal incorporates all the needs of 

managing moveable assets or static property either at a PC/laptop or handheld out in the field. 
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 Hardware  

We provide various handheld units for clients to update item details around their site or out in the field. We install our 

 software app and train you on how to interrogate, manipulate, and add data quickly. 

We can supply our standard ready-tested rugged units or custom fit bespoke Windows or Android devices for any 

 specific project. An example of our usual product :  

Mobile Device (pda or tablet) with inbuilt Scanner 

Rugged  touch screen units with inbuilt barcode scanners,  

running Windows CE/Mobile or Android 4.2,  

Menu driven application and can... 

 

*Add multiple assets without re-inputting all data 

*Edit locations item info and inspection dates.  

*Carry out audits of individual or multiple spaces 

*Record movements. For example: 

 

a) loans to and from personnel. 

b) Movements/repairs, on or offsite                                                                                               

c) Serial no or other barcoded information                                    

Record condition codes of any equipment. 

Record surveys and inspections of any item for compliance protocols, and once sent to the portal will store an audit trail 

of all, vital for defence of good practice.  

 

Benefits 

 
 The asset manager will be able to: 

 Use unique identification to link equipment with maintenance records and testing 

 Keep an accurate inventory of what is owned, location information, plus sums insured/year end book values if 

needed 

 

 Use tags and labels for theft deterrence and proof of ownership  

 

 Assign personnel with item responsibilities, loans, booking in/out processes. 

 

 Track equipment between areas and to other sites without using a tick sheet 

 

 Carry out fast, paper-free audits of any spaces where assets are stored  
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 Asset Auditing Services -  

 Following  discussion regarding any specialist assets or sensitive items and the supply of floor plans and onsite 

 details, our audit team attaches unique labels to designated items, recording locations, asset descriptions, categories 

 and serial numbers if accessible. Extra fields such as condition/ replacement values can be attached if required with all 

 data. These are all logged on PDAs.  We can advise on label design and materials, based on many years’ experience 

 and supply  the most suitable and cost-effective tags to go along with this exercise. 

 

       Asset labels - We can source almost any type of label, supply samples, recommend optimum size, material and 

 content before submitting artwork for approval prior to production. 

 

 

  Outcome      

 Every asset tagged, defined  and described, with the company logo if desired 

 We have refined the data collection processes in this area to raise our productivity to the  

 very highest levels - meaning a concentrated visit, possibly only a couple of days with hundreds of items tagged per 

auditor, per day dependent on environment and access. 

 

 Minimal disruption to work environment 

We use no paper to record data, and we're quick, therefore there is less interference within the working location and 

often considerable savings made from reduced attendance and additional workload for site managers. Onsite staff may 

be requested in a certain area depending on the specialisation of the equipment in question. 

 

 The whole project completed in a few days depending on volume 

Who’s got what and where! Results can be presented in spreadsheet format or published to our secure online portal 

where you have exclusive logons and passwords  allocated to key  personnel  for viewing/adding/editing at any time for 

managing full lifecycle and update of items. Reports on specific items can be downloaded as required.  

  

 

Benefits 

The convenience of knowing that you will receive an accurate report of what is owned or under your care, with all the 

data knowledge by site, category and room. For purchase, insurance policy limits and fixed asset values for balance 

sheet purposes. All training, installation and technical support all packaged together if our online portal system is 

adopted.  
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   Why use Assettrac? 

 
Experience - As a software company we have supplied our services extensively in the public and private sectors, 

including many individual commercial enterprises as well as schools, medical facilities, councils (107) and central 

government, so we know a great deal about tagging and describing a wide range of property, including anything 

from normal office items to special needs and medical equipment  as well as mechanical and electrical audits which 

can include infrastructure fixtures and fittings. We enjoy an ongoing relationship with one of the world’s largest 

medical gases companies, as well as the largest Lloyd’s syndicate and FM companies such as 1440, Vinci, OCS and 

WS Atkins. 

 

Sensitivity - Assets are a confidential subject and we treat them as such. Tidiness and respect for client property is an 

important consideration. 

 

Reassurance - All employees or contractors are DBS checked and insured up to £5m for public liability. Method 

statements and risk assessments are available. 

Productivity - Having stripped out much of the paper processes and using our own cutting edge applications, we 

now can provide an audit service second to none in terms of data collection and reporting. Our productivity in office 

environments is 400+ items per auditor, per day. 

    

Independence - We have no allegiance to any supplier so can specify the best labels for the environment in question 

or use barcode tags already in place. 

 

Flexibility – If necessary, we can work at night or at weekends. Reports can also be published to secure backed-up, 

password-protected websites for offsite storage and instant retrieval at anytime from anywhere. 

  

Scalability – To allow for expansion, AP Online software will manage any number of items, locations  

and users.  

 

Services - All aspects of our services are reinforced by the availability of technical support staff in our Sussex office 

during office hours or by arrangement. 

 

Development - All our software is built in house and the IPR is owned by the Company. 

 

Indirect benefits - Auditing on a whole site basis means we can check and log whether certain items are owned or 

leased. 

 

Knowledge - Some of the simple things are important, such as knowing where to place labels for minimum abrasion 

potential. We also hold replacement values on about 12000 items of typical office property, including IT, AV, and 

furniture. 

  

Resources - We have successfully completed audits of 50 primary and secondary schools for the London Borough of 

Merton, part of a borough-wide project to audit nearly 80 individual premises. This is in addition to over 400 schools, 

colleges and academies supplied with our services. 

 

Convenience - Many companies can produce labels, or scanners, or software, but few to our knowledge provide the 

entire asset life cycle service.  
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A small selection of our clients:  

  
Local Public Sector Central Public Sector                    Commercial Sector                        International 
Bath & NE Somerset Ministry of Defence Capita Adelaide Cemetery Authority 
Birmingham CC  OFCOM British Gas Centrica Metropolitan Cemetery, Perth 
Borders & Lothian Police Office of Deputy PM Pepsico Catholic Cemeteries, Sydney 
Brighton & Hove CC  Royal Botanical Gardens Bourne Leisure Nestle Nigeria   
Bristol CC National Theatre of Scotland NFU Mutual Insurance Nigeria National Oil Corp 
Carlisle CC  UK Sport Sage UK Catlin Group Lloyd’s syndicate 
Corporation of London  
Coventry CC 

British Standards Inst 
British Film Institute 

Air Liquide 
France Telecom 

 

Doncaster MBC Institute of Child Health Fujitsu  
Eastbourne BC           
Exeter CC 

 Wragge & Co 

 
  

Glasgow CC LONDON SCHOOLS Thorpe Hall Primary Handsworth Primary 
LB Camden Whitgift Foundation Dormers Wells Juniors  St John Fisher RC Primary 
LB Lambeth Holland Park School William Ellis School Singlegate Primary 
LB Southwark  Bridge Academy Morden Primary Hatfeild Primary 
North Ayrshire DC The London Academy Rutlish School Merton Abbey Primary 
Oldham MBC George Tomlinson Primary Our Lady of Victories Primary William Morris Primary 
Portsmouth CC  St Mark’s Academy Perseid Schools Pelham Primary 
Surrey Ambulance Kemnal Tech College Garfield Primary Southfields Comm College 

University of Sussex Preston Manor School Villiers School Linden Lodge 

Suffolk Fire Service Torah Temimah Primary Thorpe Hall Primary Chapel End Jnr Academy 

Avon & Wiltshire NHS Kingsford School Wembley High Tech College Joseph Hood Primary 

 LB Merton (50 schools) The Alton Primary Hollymount Primary 

 Bishopsford Arts College Hotham Primary Sacred Heart Catholic Primary 

 All Saints CE Cricklewood Shapla Primary Ricards Lodge High School 

 New End Primary School St Teresa’s Primary Wimbledon Park Primary 

 
 
 
 

        Assettrac Services       

       We will provide any combination of the following services:  

 Provide asset management consultancy 

 Supply standard or customised software for web-based access  

 Supply onsite system training and provide technical support as standard.       

 Supply hand held devices for remote data management 

 Recommend, assist design, and supply generic or customised tags/labels            

 Supply onsite team to affix labels and collect all asset data for onward management either at individual sites 

  or all sites nationwide. 

 

 


